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The United Kingdom has a proud history of liquid crystal research. Its contributions span
from the formulation of the theory of nematic elasticity as it is used today, uncovered via the
Leslie–Erickson theory describing the viscosity of mesophases, to the discovery of the first
room-temperature nematic and the related developments in the display industry, to name
just several pioneering contributions. Today, liquid crystal science in the UK is more diverse
and multidisciplinary than ever, ranging from the synthesis of increasingly complex
mesogenic molecules, via the physical properties of self-organised systems and composites
of both the thermotropic and the lyotropic type, to a wide variety of applications outside of
the traditional display sector. The field covers aspects of chemistry, physics, material
sciences, chemical engineering, mathematics, biology and device engineering in an
overarching effort to advance the fundamental understanding of these so -matter materials
and to promote their technological exploitation in the UK and worldwide. To this end, a
large group of individuals and research groups from universities and industry in the UK are
working together on a Special Issue to advance the development of this field. The
achievements of these scholars can be found in publications in top-class journals and
presentations at all large international conferences, in the development of new products,
and in events for public engagement.
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MDPI Books offers quality open access book publishing to promote the exchange of ideas and
knowledge in a globalized world. MDPI Books encompasses all the benefits of open access – high
availability and visibility, as well as wide and rapid dissemination. With MDPI Books, you can
complement the digital version of your work with a high quality printed counterpart.

Open Access
Your scholarly work is accessible worldwide without any restrictions. All
authors retain the copyright for their work distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License.

Author Focus
Authors and editors profit from MDPI’s over two decades of experience in open
access publishing, our customized personal support throughout the entire
publication process, and competitive processing charges as well as unique
contributor discounts on book purchases.

High Quality & Rapid Publication
MDPI ensures a thorough review for all published items and provides a fast
publication procedure. State-of-the-art research and time-sensitive topics are
released with a minimum amount of delay.

High Visibility
Due to our global network and well-known channel partners, we ensure
maximum visibility and broad dissemination. Title information of books is sent
to international indexing databases and archives, such as the Directory of Open
Access Books (DOAB), and the Verzeichnis Lieferbarer Bücher (VLB).

Print on Demand and Multiple Formats
MDPI Books are available for purchase and to read online at any time. Our
print-on-demand service offers a sustainable, cost-effective and fast way to
publish MDPI Books printed versions.
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